
 

 

4Cs Weekly Activities June 20-24, 2022    Theme: Turtles    
 

Monday  Tuesday   Wednesday  Thursday  Friday   

Literacy Activity:  

All About Turtles 

Watch this video or summarize 
facts about it for the children. 

https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=xB0OodoGuUQ 

Learn about sea turtles. The 
type of animal they are, what 
they eat, and many more fun 
facts about them. Learn about 
their life cycle and how they 
grow. 

Where do they live? How long 
do they live for? Why are their 
body parts important for them 
to live in the sea? 

Make a list of the children’s 
questions and answer them as 
you learn together. 

 

 

Math Activity 

Turtle Roll and Cover Game 

Materials: A copy of the attached 

document, a dice with either numbers 

or dots, and anything to cover the 

numbers on the game board. 

Game Rules: Print a copy of the 

document for each child. Have the child 

roll the dice and cover the number seen 

on the dice.  

The children will learn to count and 

recognize numbers. If multiple children 

play at once they will learn to wait and 

take turns as they pass the dice 

around.  

Optional: The children can color the 

turtle before they play or it can be 

laminated for future game reference. 

As well, the children can make their 

own game board by drawing a turtle 

and writing the numbers in by 

themselves. 

 

Science Activity. 

Floating Sea Turtles 

Materials: Bottles caps/empty fruit cup 

containers, paint, googly eyes, green 

craft foam sheet, container for water 

play. 

Paint the bottle caps/empty fruit cup 

green or any color the child would 

like. Glue it to the foam sheet and cut 

an inch or two around it, leaving 

space for it to float. Then add googly 

eyes on top, let it dry. Fill a container 

with water and watch your turtle float.  

Talk about the facts you have learned 

in Monday’s video. Ask the children 

what they remember or what they 

know about turtles.  

 

 

 

Art Activity 

Paper Plate Turtle 

Materials: Paper plate, tissue paper, 

glue, googly eyes, construction 

paper.  

Have the child pick what color(s) they 

would like their turtle to be. Using 

their hands or scissors they rip/cut 

the colored tissue paper into pieces. 

Then they can glue those pieces on 

the back of the paper plate. After they 

have finished either the child or adult 

can cut arms, a head, and a tail to 

glue to the turtle. Lastly they glue the 

googly eyes on the head.  

Discuss what turtles use their shells 

for, why it is useful for them, and the 

importance of it. 

 

 

 

Social Emotional 

Tucker the Turtle 

Read the story, print it and share it with your 

children.  

http://www.decal.ga.gov/documents/attac

hments/PreKAtHome/TuckerTurtleatHom

e.pdf 

You can also watch the story together with 

your children.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbBl

qEWjaAU 

This story gives children a new way to deal 

with their feelings. If they’re mad, sad, 

frustrated, annoyed, disappointed, uncertain. 

Think like a turtle and stop, tuck and think.  

Here’s a fun song called “Tiny Tim” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dpGJcY

4brhs 
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